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Abstract 
In the article is professed superstrong anthropic principle 
 

 
«Existence of life in the Universe is somehow interdependent to the fundamental physical 

laws depicting the device and behavior by the Universe». James Trefil. The encyclopedia 
«Nature of science. 200 laws of universe». 

Religious fundamentals of anthropic principle. Here all is represented clear and 
understandable. The god, when has created the Universe, has taken into account, that it 
should be described by a rather large set of constants, the values which one can not deviate 
from optimal to ensure occurrence and existence of reasonable life. As to any totalitarian 
governor, god are necessary loyalists, untiringly trembling from pavor and delight before 
him. Only one problem defaces an idyllic picture: what for god was froliced the whole week 
with a space mote under a title the Earth, when by per saltum has created billions of 
galaxies with billions of planetary systems in each of them probably occurrence of 
reasonable life? This delicate question is left on conscience of theologists. 

Birth of different monster from crossbreeding religious and scientific views on anthropic 
principle we shall not esteem. 

Scientific fundamentalses of anthropic principle. The representations of orthodoxes 
about sudden originating of the Universe from «singularity» basically do not differ from 
divine creation except that the set of main parameters of the Universe appears random, 
therefore, unsuitable for originating life. The distorted orthodox mind wonderfully knows 
how to find problems there, where them are not present and to complicate a problem up to 
such degree, that by its any more under force to untangle, therefore everyman is compelled 
to swallow a unsolved problem bodily. I already more than 30 years sit and I untangle these 
skeins one behind another. Now sequential queue has reached up to of anthropic principle. 
Considering, that the Universe has a beginning, and the constants of the Universe occur by 
a random image from anything, the official science drive in itself in a dead-end situation exit 
by which one advance the most manful imagination: it appears, that it is a lot of the 
Universe and among them always there will be one with parameters, eligible to us. And this 
delirium is called as science! (It call as feeble anthropic principle). For illustration of 
orthodoxes imaginations rather feeble anthropic principle I shall result in the quotation. 

«How many universes exists? 
If the Universe, on definition, contains all set real, whether it is possible in general to 

speak about the  capability of existence many universes? One of the possible answers can 
become so-called «multiplicity of probabilistic worlds», forecast by a quantum mechanics: in 
particular, it is possible to address to experiment testifying to full unpredictability that, 
through what from two isometric holes the quantum particle will penetrate into «camera 
obscura» at experiment on research of an interference - just due to this on a back wall of 
the camera the known interference bands of the Fraunhofer will be arised. (In this occasion 
we look the comments of the author to chapter 23.6: 1. Double-slotted experiment of the 
Jung [1]).  

 That though how logically to justify outcomes of observation, some of physics - theorists 
have offered alone, in their judgement, reasonable explanation happening: at each single 
«interplay» universe is disintegrated in twain and two literally indiscernible copies of a world 
will be formed. If so, simultaneously exists the great many of similar «masks» universe, 
similar interplays, formed as a result of incalculable set, with dual outcome is 
nonmeasurable, and at a macroscopic level all these universes exist separately from each 
other, however they still can «to communicate» by means of interplays at a quantum level. 
The English astronomer Martin Rees has entered in this case the term «multiuniverse» - 
that is it is universe, integrating in itself all incalculable set of interquartile worlds. 

The concept multiple universe gives us natural explanation of feeble anthropic principle. 
It is possible, certainly to be set by a problem, why in our Universe were created conditions, 
favouring to origin of reasonable life. But it is much easier to accept, that among infinite 



 

number universes there should be a considerable number such, where the organic life is 
possible. So whether it is necessary to be surprised, what one of these universes, was came 
to us just right?» From this quotation it is well visible, that the official science already has 
ceased to content to criteria of science and was turn intoed wanton empty chatter. 

Strong anthropic principle asserts, that the origin of life not only is possible, but is 
foregone. This principle of wide recognition has not received, since consider, that it cannot 
be tested.  

Superstrong anthropic principle. To understand its sense, it is necessary to read all 
my monography and to comprehend the laws of new physics. Here I shall result in only brief 
conclusions concerning of anthropic principle. For the Universe is not present neither 
beginning, nor end, it indefinitely pulses saving eternally not only global constants (electric 
charge, gravitational constant and other). Eternally there are same positive protons and 
electrons. Everyone 30 billions of years in the Universe there is a life, including reasonable. 
Our incredibly far grandparents were same, as well as we (it is possible to assert, as 
birthmark on a cheek was same). The development and evolution of all components of the 
Universe is hardly determined and can not by any way deviate the rules. This rules was 
created not by the god, and laws of the nature and its existed and will exist eternally, 
therefore it is not sense to set a problem: whence it is all has arised?. In it consists 
superstrong anthropic principle and it does not require check. 
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